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pontaneous Order

In Britain, d,rivers almost always keep to the left-hand side of the road.
Why? It is tempting to answer: 'Because that is the law in Britain' .
' ·rtainly someone who drove on the right would be i n danger of
pr ecution for dangerous driving. But British drivers don't keep
lavishly to all the laws governing the use of the roads. It is a criminal
ol'f'cnce for a driver not to wear a seat belt, to drive a vehicle whose
windscreen wipers are not in working order, or to sound a horn at night
11 a built-up area; but these laws are often broken. Even people who
rh rfully break the law against drunken driving- a very serious offence,
c 1rrying heavy penalties- usually keep left.
he answer to the original question, surely, is: 'Because everyone else
ddvcs on the left ' . To drive on the right in a country in which people
11ormally drive on the left is to choose a quick route to the hospital or
t II ·cemetery . The rule that we should drive on the left is self-enforcing.
So we do not always need the machinery of the law to maintain order
cial affairs; such order as we observe is not always the creation
nl
vernments and police forces. Anarchy in the literal sense ('absence
til
vernment') cannot be equated with anarchy in the pejorative sense
('dis rder; political or social confusion'). The notion of spontaneous
111 d ·r- to use Friedrich Hayek's phrase 1 - or orderly anarchy- to use
I 1111 s Buchanan's ( 1 975, pp. 4-6) - is not a contradiction in terms .
11 1 haps driving on the left is a rare example of spontaneous order, and
11 m st cases the absence of government does lead to disorder and
ton l'u ion; but this is not a self-evident truth. The possibilities of
pont aneous order deserve to be looked into.
In t his book I shall investigate the extent to which people can co
'" dinatc their behaviour- can maintain some sort of social order- without
•
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relying on the formal machinery of law and government. In sh?rt, I
shall study human behaviour in a state of anarchy. I shall begm by
explaining why I believe such a study to be worthwhile, and in parti �ular,
since I am an economist, why I believe it has something to contnbute
to economics.

1.1 ECONOMICS AND SPONTANEOUS ORDER
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prevailing view is that these divergences are many and significant: market
f'uilure occurs in most areas of economic life, and so government
inlervention is required. When Arrow writes about the economics of
medical care, for example, he presents a long list of ways in which reality
<.liverges from the ideal model for which, as a theoretician, he has such
tdmiration; he concludes by remarking that a study of these divergences
'f rce [ s ] us to recognize the incomplete description of reality supplied
by the impersonal price system' and by endorsing the 'general social
nsensus . . . that the laissez-faire solution for medicine is intolerable'
(Arrow, 1 963, p. 967). The medical-care industry is perhaps an extreme
·a e, but there can be few real world markets in which economists have
11 l diagnosed some kind of market failure and prescribed some kind
of government intervention.
Most modern economic theory describes a world presided over by a
•overnment (not, significantly, by governments), and sees this world
through the government's eyes. The government is supposed to have
I h' responsibility, the will and the power to restructure society in whatever
wuy maximizes social welfare; like the US Cavalry in a good Western,
t h government stands ready to rush to the rescue whenever the market
'fuils', and the economist's job is to advise it on when and how to do
o. Private individuals, in contrast, are credited with little or no ability
1 o solve collective problems among themselves. This makes for a distorted
vi •w of some important economic and political issues.
·

It might be objected that economics is, and always has been, primarily
a study of spontaneous order. The idea that the market is a self-regulating
system has been one of the main themes of the discipline ev�r since Ad�m
Smith. As Smith put it in one of the most famous sentences m economics,
the individual who intends only his own gain is led by the institutions
of the market to promote the public interest: he is 'led by an invisible
hand to promote an end which was no part of his intention' (Smith,
1 776, Book 4, Ch. 2). But in modern economics, the market is seen as
a complex and imperfect system which has to be carefully looked after
by the government: property rights have to be defined and protected,
contracts have to be enforced, 'market failures' have to be corrected
and income has to be redistributed to ensure social justice. The markets
that are represented in economic theory are not states of anarchy.
It is certainly true that economists take a great deal of professional
pride in the theory of the workings of �n ideal �ompetitive econoi?Y.
Although this theory has been progressively refmed by mathematical
economists from Walras in the nineteenth century to Arrow and Debreu
( 1 954) ·in the twentieth, it is in a direct line of descent from Smith's
analysis of the invisible hand. Arrow is speaking for many fellow
economists when he writes that the price system 'is certainly one of the
most remarkable of social institutions and the analysis of its working
is, in my judgement, one of the more significant intellectual achievements
of mankind' (Arrow, 1 967, p. 22 1) . Nevertheless, the Walrasian (or
Arrow-Debreu) theory of competitive equilibrium is not usually taken
seriously at the practical as opposed to the theoretical level. Few
economists are brave enough to claim that a modern industrial economy
organized on laissez-faire principles would work much like the Walrasian
model. It is more usual to say that the Walrasian model serves as a
benchmark or limiting case; it provides a framework for thought. Thus
economists tend to view the realities of economic life as divergences from
an ideal Walrasian model. (That is why we use such expressions as
'market failure' and 'government intervention' : the theoretical norm
is a perfect market system and a laissez-faire government.) But the

I.

THE PROBLEM OF PUBLIC GOODS

ne important respect economists are very pessimistic about the
tnces of promoting the public interest through the self-interested
1l'l i ns of individuals. The market, it is conventional to say, cannot solve
I h • problem of supplying public goods. A public good is one that is
ousumed jointly by a number of individuals, so that the benefit each
p •rs n derives from the good depends not on how much he buys or
11ppl ies, but on how much everyone does. (For example, suppose that
1 l'Ommunity of ten households is connected to the outside world by
1, i ngle road. If one household spends time or money repairing the road,
Ill t he others benefit; so the activity of repairing the road is a public
nod lo the community.) Conventional economic theory predicts that
p11blic goods will be seriously under-supplie d unless the government
1111 ·• venes (the US Cavalry again). If the supply of public goods is left
In private individuals, it is said, everyone will try to take a free ride
11 I h expense of everyone else; the result will be one that no one wants.
In
dt
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Everyone ends up trapped in a situation in which everyone would prefer
it if everyone contributed towards the supply of the public good; but
each person finds it in his interest not to contribute. This problem is
known variously as the 'problem of public goods' , the 'problem of
collective action' , the 'prisoner's dilemma problem' and the 'tragedy
of the commons' .
In reality, however, some public goods are supplied through the
voluntary contributions of private individuals, without any pressure from
the government. In Britain, for example, the lifeboat service is paid for
in this way. If you are in danger at sea, the boats of the Royal National
Lifeboat Institution will come to your rescue, even if you have never
contributed a penny towards their costs; and you will be charged nothing.
So the existence of the lifeboat service is a public good to everyone who
might have to call on its services. The same applies to blood banks. If
you need a blood transfusion in Britain, the National Blood Transfusion
Service will supply the blood without charge; so the existence of a
blood bank is a public good to everyone who might some day need a
transfusion. This public good is supplied by unpaid donors. Countless
more examples could be given. Works of art, great houses and stretches
of countryside are bought for the nation through fund-raising appeals;
the work of the churches in many countries is almost entirely financed
by private gifts; and so on, and so on.
Economics has found it extremely difficult to explain this sort of
activity, which runs counter to the theoretical prediction of free-riding
behaviour. 2 It seems that economics underestimates the ability of
individuals to coordinate their behaviour to solve common problems:
it is� unduly pessimistic about the possibility of spontaneous order.
1 .3
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THE LIMITS OF GOVERNMENT

The power of governments is not unlimited: some laws have proved
almost impossible to enforce. The most famous example is probably
the American experience of Prohibition. Prostitution, too, is notoriously
resistant to the laws of puritanical governments. In centrally planned
economies, black markets are similarly resistant to the forces of law.
The attempts of successive British governments to regulate trade union
activity have had, at best, mixed success.
Wise governments do not risk losing credibility by passing laws that
cannot be enforced; and when such laws are passed, wise police forces
turn a blind eye to violations of them. British policy towards speed limits
on roads provides an interesting example. The speed at which most people
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actually drive on a particular road is used to help determine the level
at which the speed limit is set. If the vast majority of drivers are observed
to break a speed limit on a particular stretch of road, this is taken to
be evidence in favour of raising the limit.
One implication of this is that governments must, if only as a matter
of prudence, take some account of the possibility that the laws they might
wish to pass may be unenforceable. The willingness or unwillingness
of individu�s to obey the law is a constraint on the government's freedom
of action. Obviously, for any law, there will always be some people who
will not obey it except under threat of punishment; but the system of
policing and punishment is liable to break down if everyone is in this
position. In other words, if a law is to work it must not go too much
against the grain of the forces of spontaneous order. Adam Smith put
t his point well in The Theory of Moral Sentiments:
The man of system . . . is often so enamoured with the supposed beauty
of his own ideal plan of government, that he cannot suffer the smallest
deviation from any part of it. . . . He seems to imagine that he can arrange
the different members of a great society with as much ease as the hand
arranges the different pieces upon a chess-board. He does not consider
that the pieces upon the chess-board have no other principle of motion
besides that which the hand impresses upon them; but that, in the great
chess-board of human society, every single piece has a principle of motion
of its own, altogether different from that which the legislature might chuse
to impress upon it. If those two principles coincide and act in the same
direction, the game of human society will go on easily and harmoniously,
and is very likely to be happy and successful. If they are opposite or
different, the game will go on miserably, and the society must be at all
times in the highest degree of disorder. (1759, Part 6, Section 2, Ch. 2)

more fundamental implication is that it may sometimes be misleading
think of the law as the creation of the government, imposed on its
citizens. This characteristically utilitarian view is the one economists
usually take; the law, for most economists, is a 'policy instrument' to
he controlled by a benevolent social-welfare maximizing government.
(bconomists often recommend that the government 'corrects' a market
r 1 i l u re by means of some change in the law- for example that monopoly
p wer should be limited by anti-trust law, or that the law of property
should be changed so as to 'internalize' external effects.) But it may
h that some important aspects of the law merely formalize and codify
t•onventions of behaviour that have evolved out of essentially anarchic
, it uations; as in the case of the speed limits, the law may reflect codes
or behaviour that most individuals impose on themselves.
The British rule of driving on the left provides another example. If
A
I
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you were caught driving on the right-hand side of the road you would
normally be charged, not under any law specifically requiring you to
drive on the left, but with the catch-all offence of 'dangerous driving' .
Clearly i t is dangerous t o drive o n the right, but only because everyone
else drives on the left. In other words, driving on the right is illegal
because it is contrary to convention: the law follows the regularity in
behaviour, and not the other way round. To admit this possibility is
to say that if we are to understand why the law is as it is, and how it
works, we must study anarchy as well as government.
There is another way in which the power of governments is limited:
every government inhabits a world that contains other governments. The
difficulties that this creates are often swept under the carpet in theoretical
economics, where the typical model is of a self-contained society presided
over by a single government. As I mentioned earlier, economists tend
to talk about 'the government' rather than 'governments' .
Writing in the seventeenth century, Thomas Hobbes noted that inter
national affairs provided one of the best examples of pure anarchy
(Hobbes, 1 651, Ch. 1 3). Three hundred years later, that insight remains
true; we are no nearer to the prospect of a world government with the
power to enforce its rulings on recalcitrant states. In the meanwhile,
unfortunately, the dangers of international anarchy have increased
immeasurably. Quite apart from the continuous increase in the destructive
power of military weapons, there is a growing tendency for the peacetime
activities of one nation to impinge on the citizens of others. Consider
the problems of acid rain, pollution of the sea, over-fishing and
deforestation. In all these cases - and there are many others - conservation
is a public good on an international scale. Each nation has an incentive
to take a free ride on the conservation efforts of other nations .
In cases like these, the economist's traditional recommendation of
'government intervention' is useless; there is no government to intervene
in the affairs of nations. The institutions and conventions of anarchy
are the only ones we have within which to find solutions for some of
the most pressing problems of our time. This alone would be sufficient
reason for studying spontaneous order.
1 .4

MORAL VIEWPOINTS

Practical economists are expected to draw 'policy conclusions' from their
studies of human behaviour. A policy conclusion, as every economist
knows, is a recommendation about what the government ought to do.
The economist's job, it seems, is to observe and explain the behaviour
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of private individuals - workers, consumers and entrepreneurs - and then
to advise the government. It is a curious fact that academic economists
rarely think of doing things the other way round - observing the
?eh.a�iour of governments and then using their findings to advise private
mdtvtduals
. Such work is done, but only in response to a demand, and
for pay: it is 'consultancy' . In contrast, advice to governments - unasked
for and unheeded - can be found in any economics journal.
In a sense, the usual stance of the economist is to pretend he is the
government, and free to implement any policy he wishes. Applied
economics is largely about predicting the consequences of alternative
policies that the government might adopt. In order to make these
predictions, the economist has to try to model the behaviour of private
individuals as accurately as possible; he has to understand how they
t1 tually behave. But there is no need to do the same for the government;
I he concern is not with how governments actually behave, but with what
would happen if particular policies were adopted. In the jargon of
conomics, the behaviour of governments is exogenous to the theory.
This is part of what I have called the 'US Cavalry' model in which the
vernment is an unexplained institution, always on call to implement
whatever solutions to social problems the economist can devise.
This government's-eye view of the world has led economists to take
t rather one-sided view of moral questions. The normative branch of
· ·onomics- called, significantly, 'welfare economics' or 'social choice
I hcory' - is concerned with questions of the kind: 'What is best for
society? ' or 'What would generate most welfare for society? ' or 'What
ought society to choose?' Notice that these are the sort of moral questions
I hat. would be faced by a benevolent and all-powerful government of
I h kind that the economist imagines himself to be advising.
This, however, is only one aspect of morality, and one that is rather
1 mote from the concerns of the ordinary individual. For most of us,
'What ought Ito choose? ' is a much more pressing moral question than
'What ought society to choose? ' Economists have had very little to say
tb >ut the morality of individual behaviour. The prevailing view, I think,
1.� t hat we should take individual morality as we find it, and treat it as
1 kind of preference. There is even a tendency to restrict the words
'111 ral' and 'ethical' to judgements about the good of society as a whole.
M tny economists (including myself, I must confess) have made use of
I I trsanyi's ( 1 955) distinction between 'subjective preferences' and 'ethical
p1 f rences' . A person's subjective preferences, which by implication
11 • n n-ethical, are those that govern his private choices, while his ethical
PI ·f ·rcnces are his disinterested judgements about the welfare of society
1 t whole . Harsanyi argues that in order to arrive at ethical preferences,
'
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a person must try to imagine himself in a position where he doesn't know
his own identit � , and has an �qual chance of becoming anyone in society.
. of this approach IS that the proper viewpoint from which to
The logic
make moral judgements is that of an impartially benevolent observer
looking on society from above; in a literal sense we can never take thi �
viewpoi nt, but when we think morally we must try our best to imagine
.
how thmgs
would look to us if we were impartial observers. This
conception of moral thinking is not, of course, peculiar to modern
economics; it is the view characteristically taken by writers in the
utilitarian tradition and can be traced back at least as far as Smith ( 1 759)
and Hume (1740) .
One of �he mai� th �n:es of this book is that there is another viewpoint
from which an mdiVIdual can make moral judgements: his own
viewpoint. Individuals living together in a state of anarchy, I shall argue,
tend to evolve conventions or codes of conduct that reduce the extent
of inter�erso?�l con �ict: this is spontaneous order. The origin of these
�onventwns IS I� the mterest that each individual has in living his own
.
hfe without
commg into conflict with others. But such conventions can

become a basic component of our sense of morality. We come to believe
that we are entitled to expect that other people respect these conventions
in their de�lings with us; when we suffer from other people's breaches
of conventiOns we complain of injustice.
So, I shall ar� ue, some of our ideas of rights, entitlements and justice
.
may be rooted m conventwns
that have never been consciously designed
by anyone. They have merely evolved. A society that conducts its affairs
� n accordance with such standards of justice may not maximize. its welfare
m any sense that would be recognized by an impartial observer. To put
. the other way round, a benevolent government may find that it
thiS
ca� not �aximize so �ial welfare, evaluated from some impartial view
.
pm�t, �Ithout vwlatmg
conventions that its citizens regard as principles
of JUStice.
It is, of course, open to the utilitarian or the welfare economist to
say! 'Too bad about the citizens' ideas of justice: our duty is to maximize
social welfare. ' But to � a� this is to take a viewpoint something like
. admimstrator benevolently trying to advance the
that of a colomal
welfa�e of a nati �e population.3 Or, as Buchanan ( 1 975, p. 1) puts it,
ther� Is a sug�estwn of playing God. In a democratic and open society,
pu? hc m�raht � c�n �ot be something separate from the morality that
. the conduct of their own affairs. A good
gmdes pnvate mdlVldual � m
.
deal of our pnvate morahty, I shall be arguing, has nothing to do with
.
.
the ratwnal
reflectwns
of an impartial observer. To understand it we
must understand the forces of spontaneous order.

2
Games

2.1 THE IDEA OF A GAME

argue, best be understood
The notion of spontaneous order can, I shall
I shall explain how I intend
by using the theory of games. In this chapter
with a very simple game
to use this theory, illustrating my argument
conventions might evolve.
which provides a useful model of how social
individuals or players
A game is a situation in which a number of
depends not only
them
of
inter act, and in which the outcome for each
others choose
the
t
wha
on
on what he or she chooses to do, but also
knote game' .
'ban
the
call
to do. Here is a simple example, which I shall
not allowed
are
and
s,
room
Two people, A and B, are taken to different
e then tells
gam
the
of
nizer
to communicate with one another . The orga
le this
enab
to
note
0
1
£
a
each player: 'I have dona ted a £5 note and
t to
wan
you
s
note
two
gam e to be played. You must say which of the
you
of
er
neith
er,
play
r
claim . If you claim the same note as the othe
note s, you will each get
will get anything; but if you claim different
have an interest in the
ers
the note you claim . ' Notice that both play
h note, even though
whic
s
existence of some convention about who take
best .
was
n
they would not agree about which conventio
ed in a controlled
play
be
d
I have deliberately chosen a game that coul
would be bound
that
experiment, so as to exclude the complications
For the present,
.
hips
ions
to arise in any discussion of real social relat
How ever , there
ry.
theo
e
my purpose is only to set out the logic of gam
of the banknote
that
to
ar
are many real problems whose structure is simil
.
3
ter
game; some of these will be discussed in chap
one of two strategies .
In the banknote game, each player has to choose
strategy A 1 ) or the
d
calle
A can claim the £5 note (which may be
9

144 Free Riders
stable equilibrium strategy. This, of course, is conditional on the value
of 1r being sufficiently high, as defined by (7A. 1)-(7A.3). Since c2 �cq,
these conditions may be compressed into the single condition
(7A.4)
It is a special case of this proof that the strategy of licensed free riding
is a stable equilibrium for the (extended) snowdrift game. It is also a
special case of this proof that the tit-for-tat strategy Tt is a stable
equilibrium for the (extended) snowdrift game and for the (extended)
prisoner's dilemma game. For the snowdrift game, q = 2 and v > Ct> so
the restriction on 1r that makes T1 a stable equilibrium strategy is

8
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8.1

This is the result I stated in Section 7.3. For the prisoner's dilemma
game, q = 2 and c1 > v, so the restriction is

We may reproduce the exchange-visit version of the prisoner's dilemma
game - the version set out in Figure 6 . 1 and discussed in chapter 6 - by
substituting v = b, c1 = b + c and c2 =c. Then the restriction on 1r reduces
to 1r>clb, the result proved in Sections 6.2-6.3.

CONVENTIONS AS NATURAL LAW

In the preceding chapters I have shown how social life can be regulated
by rules that evolve spontaneously and that, once established, are self
enforcing. These rules are conventions.
The conventions I have analysed fall into three broad categories. The
first of these is made up of conventions of coordination - the kinds of
convention I examined in chapter 3. These conventions evolve out of
repeated play of games of pure coordination, like Schelling's rendezvous
game, or out of games of the crossroads or 'leader' kind, in which the
degree of conflict of interest between the players is relatively minor.
Typical examples of these conventions in social life are: 'keep left' (or
'keep right') and 'give way' rules on the roads; the use of money; weights
and measures; market-places and market days; and languages.
The second class of conventions is made up of what I shall call
conventions of property - the kinds I examined in chapters 4 and 5 . These
conventions evolve out of the repeated play of games of the hawk -dove
or chicken kind, or related games such as the war of attrition and the
division game. In all of these games there is a real conflict of interest
between the players: they are in dispute over something that they all
want, but all cannot have. This something may be a physical object,
like the $20 bill of Friedman's example (Section 5 . 1), or an opportunity
such as the use of a public telephone or a seat on a train, or the privilege
f taking a free ride on other people's contributions towards the supply
of a public good. Typical examples of these conventions in social life
are: the 'finders keepers' rule; the principle of 'prescriptive rights' (that
i. the principle that a right can be established by long occupation or
,
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usage); the importance of 'custom and practice' !n labour di � p�tes;
_ responsible for the tldmess
queues; and the principle that everyone IS
of his own front garden.
.
The final class of conventions is made up of conventiOns of
_
reciprocity - the kinds I examined in chapters 6 and 7. These conven �10ns
_
evolve out of the repeated play of games of the exch�nge-vlSlt ? r
prisoner's dilemma kind, or related games like the mutual-aid, snowdnft
and public-good games. In these games individuals choos� betw�en
strategies of 'co-operation' and 'defection' ; it� contrary �o the Immediate
interest of an individual to choose 'co-operate' but by �omg so he c�nfers
. _
benefits on others. Conventions of reciprocity prescnbe that mdlVlduals
should co-operate with those people who co-operate with t�em - but not
_
with others. Conventions of this kind can be found m practices � f mutual
restraint (I respect your interests if you respect mine), mutual aid (I help
you when you need my help if you help me when I need your�), t �ade
and exchange (I keep my promises if you keep _yours), and contnbut10ns
towards the supply of public goods (I contnbute towards goods that
benefit both of us if you contribute too).
. .
.
. divid
These conventions regulate interactions between m
�als m
_
situations in which their interests are in conflict. (The conflict o� mte�est
is most obvious in the case of conventions of property and of reciprocity,
_
but there is some conflict of interest in many of the games from which
conventions of coordination evolve. Only in the special case of a pure
_ rests . )
coordination game do individuals have completely comm �n mt
�
Situations of conflict of interest are ones in which we typically mvoke
ideas of justice; in cases of serious conflict we may be able to _appeal
to the courts. Thus conventions fulfil some of the same �unctiOns as
positive laws (that is, laws promulgated by some a�t?onty, such as
Parliament or Congress or the King); but whereas p� sitlve laws are the
product of conscious human design, these convent10ns ��ve evol�ed
spontaneously, out of the repeated int�ractions of �_ ndi �Iduals with
conflicting interests. In this sense, conventiOns of coordmat10n, property
and reciprocity are natural laws.
.
In saying this I am - as in so much else - �ollo �mg Hur_ne. The acc�unt
1 have given of the evolution of conventiOns Is, I believe, essentla! ly
the same as Hume's account of the origin of justice - fleshed out with
more details and formulated in game-theoretic terms. Hu �e argues that
justice is a virtue 'that produce(s) pleasure and appr�bat10n by means
of an artifice or contrivance, which arises from the circumstanc�s and
necessities of mankind' ( 1 740, Book 3, Part 2, Section 1), by which he
seems to mean that principles of justice are social convention� : our sen
,
of justice is not innate in the way that our ' natural affectiOns (such
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as our feelings towards our own children) are. Hume 's way
of putting
this is to say that justice is an 'artificial' rather than 'natural'
virtue. But:
when I deny justice to be a natural virtue, I make use of the word, natural,
only as oppos'd to artificial. In another sense of the word; as no principle
of the human mind is more natural than a sense of virtue; so no virtue is
more natural than justice. Mankind is an inventive species; and where an
invention is obvious and absolutely necessary, it may as properly be said to
be natural as any thing that proceeds immediately from original principles,
without the intervention of thought or reflexion. Tho' the rules of
justice be artificial, they are not arbitrary. Nor is the expression improper
to call them Laws of Nature . . . . (1740, Book 3 , Part 2, Section 1 )

Notice that for Hume justice is a virtue. Our sense of justic
e has evolved
out of repeated interactions between individuals pursu ing
their own
interests; but it is a moral sense : we believe we ought to
keep to the
'Laws of Natur e' . In Hume 's word s, we 'annex the idea
of virtue to
justice' ( 1 740, Book 3, Part 2, Section 2).
In this respect Hum e's conception of natural lctw should be distin
guished
from another conception that has been much discussed
by political
theorists - that of Thomas Hobb es's Leviathan ( 1 65 1 ).
Hobbes starts
unashamedly from each individual's pursuit of his own intere
sts. Natural
law, for Hobbes, is a system of rules that it is in each indivi
dual's interest
to follow - and nothing more . So far, I must concede, my
approach has
been essentially Hobbesian. Conventions, I have argued, are
stable because
once they have become established, it is in everyone's intere
st to keep to
them. I have been more optimistic than Hobbes about the possib
ilities for
co-operation in a state of nature, but my starting point has
been the same
as his. (The similarities between Hobb es's theory and those
presented in
t his book are explored in an Appendix.) However, I now
wish to follow
Hume in suggesting that natural laws can come to have mora
l force for
us. Let me make it clear that I am not presenting a mora
l argument:
I am not going to argue that we ought
to behave according to natural law.
What I am going to argue is that we tend to believe that
we ought to.
8. 2

BREACHES OF CONVENTIONS

On a strict application of my definition of 'convention'
(Section 2.8),
it can never be in a perso n's interest to behave contrary to
a convention,
provided he can be sure that other people will abide by it.
Nevertheles s,
people sometimes do behave contrary to the sort of pract
ical rules that
I have claimed are conventions .
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One reason for this is that people can make mistakes. Conventions
have to be learned, and a person may fail to grasp the principles of a
convention or interpret it incorrectly (that is, unconventionally) in a
particular ;ase. For example, there may be a conventio� that disputes
.
over resources are resolved in favour of the possessor; but It IS not always
clear which disputant is the possessor. (Compare the discussi �n of
mistakes in Section 4.7 .) This problem may be compounded by wishful
thinking.! If, according to established convention, I am the challeng�r,
it is not in my interest to act as though I were the possessor; but I still
wish the convention made me the possessor. It is a human weakness
to allow our judgements about what really is the case to be confused
by our thoughts about what we should like to be the case. We may also
be absent-minded and behave in ways that we would not have done,
had we thought carefully first. (We all occasionally break the conventions
of the roads through absent-mindedness.)
A second reason is that people can suffer from weakness of will, and
yield to temptations to act in way� they know to be contr�ry �o their
.
long-term interests. For example, m the extended pnsoner s d�lemma
.
game it is in each player's short-term interest to defect: this �Ives the
best outcome in the round in which a player first defects. If a tlt-for-tat
convention is established, the defector will be punished in the next round,
provided the game does not come to an end first.; taking a l ?ng-term
view defection does not pay. Nevertheless, there IS a temptatiOn to go
for the immediate benefit that comes from defection.
A third reason is that it sometimes is in a person's interest to break
the kind of rules that I have described as conventions. Take, for example,
a 'give way' convention at a crossroads. If I am driving a large car and
you are riding a bicycle, and if it is clear that you have seen me and
have time to stop, it may be in my interests to pull out in front of you,
even if there is an established rule that you have the right of way. Or
take the case of a convention of mutual restraint between neighbours.
Normally it pays me not to annoy my neighbours too much b�cause
if I do, they may retaliate; but if I am about to move house, It may
no longer be in my interest to show restraint.
That such cases can arise reflects the fact that the games I have been
analysing are no more than models of real life; equally, the theoretic�)
definition of a convention as a certain kind of equilibrium strategy m
a game is only a model of the practical rules that in o�d�nary speech
.
would be called conventions. For the purposes of theory, It IS convement
to use a single matrix of utilities to describe a whole class of interactions,
such as all cases in which two vehicles meet at a crossroads, or all cases
of disputes between neighbours. Nevertheless, such a matrix can represent
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only some kind of average of many matrices, each slightly different from
every other. A convention, then, is a rule that, in the typical case, is
a stable equilibrium - that it is in each player' s interest to follow, provided
that his opponents follow it too. But there can be atypical cases in which
it is in a player 's interest to break the convention, even if his opponents
do not.
If we take a Hobbesian approach we shall say that the first two kinds
of breaches of conventions - those arising out of mistakes and weakness
of will - generate their own punishment. Thus although natural law will
sometimes be broken , there will be a strong tendency for it to be kept.
But the Hobbesian response to the third kind of breach must I think
be that in these atypical cases conventions will be broken . Or, mor�
accurately, it must be that maxims like 'Give way to the vehicle on the
right' and 'Show restraint towards neighbours who show restrai
nt
towards you' are only rules of thumb. If natural law is no more than
a system �f rules for promoting an individual's own interest, then a fuller
specification of the appropriate rules would be something more like 'Give
way to the vehicle on the right - unless you are sure you can get away
with not doing so' and 'Show restraint to neighbours who show restrain
t
towards you - unless you are sure they cannot retaliate if you annoy
them . '
I wish t o suggest , however, that this i s not how we typically think
of the conventions that regulate social life. When we meet people who
break conventions through carelessness or stupidity or weakness of
will, we are not content to let them go to the devil in their own way·
if their behaviour harms us we feel resentment and anger; we believ
�
that we have been wronged. (Suppose you are driving along a British
road and narrowly avoid a collision with a car that is being driven on
the right-hand side of the road. Perhaps the driver is drunk, or perhap
s
.
he IS an absent-minded French tourist. How would you react?)
Further, we recognize that conventions are rules that apply to the
atypical as well as the typical cases. It is usually in our interest to follow
these rules; but even if it is not, we still believe that we ought to follow
them. And if we meet with opponents who break these rules we believe
we have been wronged - even if we know that those opponents were
acting in their own interes ts. (Suppose you are travelling on a crowde
d
train, and you leave your seat to go to the lavatory. Following the usual
practic e, you leave a coat on the seat to mark it as yours. When you
return you find the coat has been moved on to the luggage rack and
a hefty young man has taken your seat. Don't you feel some sense of
resentment against the man who has taken your seat, some sense that
he has not merely harmed you but wronged you?)
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for not doing so. (Thus the relationship between them and me is not
like those of the games that generate conventions of mutual assistance.)
But at the time it does seem to matter what the driver behind thinks
of me. I know he wants me to pull out as quickly as possible; I know
he has expectations about normal driving behaviour; and because of
this I feel under some kind of pressure not to behave in a way that he
might judge over-cautious.
Here is another example. Suppose you take a taxi ride. You know
it is normal to give the driver a tip, but you have reached your destination
safely and you can be as good as sure that you will have no more dealings
with this particular driver. (Perhaps you are a tourist in a city to which
you do not expect to return.) In any case, the driver is unlikely to
remember your face. So, in the ordinary sense of the words, it is not
in your interest to give a tip. Nevertheless, many people do tip in
circumstances like these; others (and here, I regret to confess, I speak
also from personal experience) keep their hands in their pockets - but
with sensations of unease and guilt. It is one thing to adopt a policy
of not tipping, and another thing to carry it off with panache. Why
isn't it easy for us not to tip? A large part of the answer, I suggest,
is that it matters to us what the taxi-driver thinks of us. We know he
wants a tip. We know he expects a tip. We know that he knows that
we know he expects one. If we don't tip we shall be the focus of his
ill-will, if only for a few minutes. Admittedly, there is very little he can
do to us; the worst we can expect is a sarcastic remark. But isn't the
mere knowledge of his ill-will towards us a source of unease?
In each of these examples it is important that the other person not
only wants us to do something but also expects us to do it; and his
expectation is based on his experience of what other people normally
do. If we were motivated simply by a desire that other people's wants
should be satisfied - that is, by altruism - their expectations would not
matter to us. But in these kinds of cases expectations do matter. We
feel under pressure not to slow down other road users by driving in
unusual ways, but we do not feel under the same kind of pressure to
peed them along by showing them unexpected degrees of courtesy. We
don't feel under pressure to give the taxi-driver a bigger tip than we
think he expects . No doubt bus-drivers are as much in need of extra
income as taxi-drivers, but we don't feel under pressure to tip them.
In the examples I have given, the people whose opinions of us matter
to us are, in the game-theoretic sense, our opponents: they are people
whose interests are directly affected by our actions. But theirs are not
t he only opinions that matter to us. When we play a game we also care
about the opinions of third parties - people with no direct interest in
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�bout �he logic of moral propositions, then the answer must be 'No' .
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O�ght st�tements cannot be derived from 'is' statements by any logically
�ahd _cham of reasoning: this is Hume's Law3, which I have no
mt�nt10n of questioning. There would be nothing self-contradictory in
saymg: 'I know the taxi-driver expects to be tipped, I know he wants
_
to be t1pped,
etc . , but I have no moral obligation to tip him ' .
But my argument i s not about the logic o f moral propositions· i t is
about the psychology of morals. It is a matter of common experi�nce
I suggest, that we are strongly inclined to believe that we ought to d�
what o� her people want and expect us to do; when we go against other
people s wants and expectations, we are inclined to feel guilt. Any
_
plaus1ble theory of moral learning - of how we judge some things right
and ot?ers wrong - would surely have to assign a good deal of importance
to pra1se and blame. We learn to think wrong those actions that other
people censure. That other people censure them does not make them
wrong; bu.t it is a powerful force influencing us to judge them wrong .
Some readers, I suspect, will still object that I am misusing the terms
.
'nght' and 'wrong', 'praise' and 'blame' . The psychological urge we feel
to meet other people's wants and expectations, the objection would run
may be real enough; but it is an improper use of words to describe thi �
urge as a sense of moral obligation. Equally, it might be said, it is improper
_ the resentment we feel when other people frustrate our
to desc�1be
expectations as moral censure, or to describe our pain at being the subject
of such resentment as a sense of guilt. If I am to answer this objection
I must rna� � cle� what I mean when I use words like 'right' and 'wrong' .
My pos1t10n 1s a Humean one. The famous passage in which Hume
presents what has come to be called his 'law' is part of a section headed
'Moral Distinctions not deriv'd from Reason' . He presents the following
argument in support of his 'law':
But can there b e any difficulty i n proving, that vice and virtue are not
matters of fact. �hose e�istence we can infer by reason? Take any action
,
'
allow d �o be VICIOus: Wilful murder, for instance. Examine it in all lights,
_
and s�e If you �an fmd
that matter of fact, or real existence, which you
call �lee. In �.h1ch-ever way you take it, you find only certain passions,
motives, vo htiOns and thoughts. There is no other matter of fact in the
. e t1r
.
case. The v1ce
� � ly � scapes you, as long as you consider the object.
You �ever can _ fmd 1t, til� you turn your reflexion into your own breast,
an� fmd a se�t1ment of disapprobation, which arises in you, towards this
actJon. Here IS a matter of fact; but 'tis the object of feeling, not of reason.
.
It l�_ es m yourself, not in t�� object. So that when you pronounce any
actiO� o� character to be VICIOUS, you mean nothing, but that from the
constitutiOn of your nature you have a feeling or sentiment of blame from
the contemplation of it. (1740, Book 3 , Part 1, Section I)
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One implication of this position - which is fairly conventional among
economists, if not among philosophers - is that moral propositions can
be derived only from other moral propositions. A person's moral beliefs
must therefore include some beliefs that cannot be justified by any appeal
to reason or evidence. Following Sen (1970, pp. 59-64), economists often
call these non-justifiable beliefs 'basic value judgements' . If we want
to explain why a person subscribes to one basic value judgement rather
than another, we cannot use moral reasoning. (We cannot say that the
reason why we tend to believe that killing people is wrong is because
killing people is wrong.) The explanation must be a psychological one:
as Hume put it, we must look to the constitution of human nature .
Does this mean that a moral judgement is no more than a personal
preference? No, because a moral judgement is a statement of approval
or disapproval, and this is not the same thing as a like or dislike. And
moral judgements are more than bald reports of sensations of approval
or disapproval. Hume put it like this:
The approbation of moral qualities most certainly is not deriv'd from
reason, or any comparison of ideas; but proceeds entirely from a moral
taste, and from certain sentiments of pleasure or disgust, which arise upon
the contemplation and view of particular qualities or characters. Now
'tis evident, that those sentiments, whence-ever they are deriv'd, must
vary according to the distance or contiguity of the objects; nor can I feel
the same lively pleasure from the virtues of a person, who liv'd in Greece
two thousand years ago, that I feel from the virtues of a familiar friend
and acquaintance. Yet I do not say, that I esteem the one more than the
other . . . . Our situation, with regard both to persons and things, is in
continual fluctuation . . . and 'tis impossible we cou'd ever converse
together on any reasonable terms, were each of us to consider characters
and persons, only as they appear from his peculiar point of view. In order,
therefore, to prevent those continual contradictions, and arrive at a more
stable judgement of things, we fix on some steady and general points of
view; and always, in our thoughts, place ourselves in them, whatever may
be our present situation. ( 1 740, Book 3, Part 3, Section 1)

In other words, it is a con vention of language that moral judgement s
are invariant with respect t o changes i n viewpoint. I stress 'convention
of language' because this is not a hypothesis about human psychology .
We are naturally inclined to disapprove more strongly of actions, tht•
more their ill-effects impinge on us; but we use moral language to express
our general disapproval of classes of actions . Moral judgements are i n
this sense universalizable . 4
My position is that any universalizable statement of approval 01
disapproval is a moral judgement. Suppose there is some establish(d
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convention that anyone in a particular situation should behave in a
particular way, for example the convention that queues should be
respected. Suppose that I should feel a strong sense of disapproval if
you pushed past me in a queue. Suppose also that if I, as a bystander,
saw you push past someone else in a queue, I should still disapprove,
even if my resentment against you would be less lively than in the first
case. Finally suppose that if I pushed past you in a queue, I should feel
some degree of guilt, that is, I should not altogether approve of my
own action. Then my disapproval of queue-jumping is universalizable:
it is, on my account, a moral judgement.
8 . 4 CONVENTIONS, INTERESTS AND EXPECTATIONS
It is in the nature of an established convention that everyone expects
everyone else to keep it . Is it also in everyone's interest that everyone
else keep s to it? If it is, then we should expect breaches of conventions
to provoke general resentment and censure; and this will predispose
people to the moral judgement that conventions ought to be kept.
I shall now examine the extent to which it is in one individual's interest
for other individuals to follow conventions. I shall consider these
conventions in their pure forms, that is, as equilibrium strategies in
'typical case' games. Strictly speaking, then, my arguments will apply
only to those breaches of conventions that arise out of mistakes and
weakness of will. I am inclined to think that my conclusions will carry
over to most of the atypical cases in which it is in an individual's interest
to behave contrary to convention, but I cannot prove this . (A proof
would require a catalogue of all the atypical forms that the various games
could take, and an analysis of each; this would be a huge task.) I shall
argue that conventions are normally maintained by both interest and
morality: it pays us to keep to conventions and we believe we ought
to keep to them. If this belt-and-braces conclusion is correct, then it
is at least plausible to suppose that morality may sometimes motivate
us to behave according to natural law even when interest does not .
The question, 'Is it in one person's interest that other people follow
a convention? ' can be posed in various ways; but if we are concerned
with the possibility that breaches of conventions will provoke resentment,
t he most obvious question to ask seems to be this: 'If one individual
follows a convention, is it in his interests that his opponents follow it? ' .
The connection between this question and the possibility that people
will resent breaches of convention by their opponents is obvious enough.
I f a convention is established, each individual will expect his opponents
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words, I want you to follow the convention that has actually become
established, even though I may wish we all followed some other
convention.
This example may seem slightly artificial, because it is in the nature
of a convention that it applies to a wide class of cases, and in the long
run �he rule of 'priority to the right' does not seem to favour anyone
relative to anyone else. But consider the convention 'Cars give way to
buses' . (Clearly this rule would resolve only some instances of the
crossroads game, but for games involving a car and a bus it is a perfectly
workable convention. Compare the old nautical rule 'Steam gives way
to sail' .) If I am a car driver who never travels by bus, this convention
favours my opponent in every game to which it applies; taking a long
run view, then, I should certainly prefer the opposite convention to be
established. But even so, if 'Cars give way to buses' is the established
convention, I do not want individual bus drivers to try to give way to cars.
There !s, however, one significant difference between 'Priority to the
right' and 'Cars give way to buses'. Notice that they are both asymmetrical
conventions - that is, they both exploit some asymmetry between the roles
of the two players in a game. (In contrast, 'Keep left' as a convention
for dealing with cases where two vehicles approach one another head-on
is a symmetrical convention.) But 'Priority to the right' exploits what
I shall call a cross-cutting asymmetry . By this I mean that in the community
of players of the crossroads game, each individual will sometimes find
hi �self on one si ?e of the asymmetry and sometimes on the other. (If,
as Is surely true m the case of 'Priority to the right' , each individual
�as t�e same probability of being assigned each role as every other
.
mdlVldual
has, I shall say that the asymmetry is perfectly cross-cutting.)
In contrast, the asymmetry exploited by 'Cars give way to buses' is not
cross-cutting: there are many car drivers who never drive or ride in buses
and perhaps a few bus drivers who never have anything to do with cars.
This distinction is significant because of its implications for third
parties. If a convention of coordination exploits a cross-cutting
asymmetry, everyone stands to be harmed by the existence of mavericks
who break the convention. (Suppose the established convention is
' Priority to the right' . My friend tells me that he never bothers about
t his convention, but instead always tries to force the other driver to slow
down. It is bound to occur to me that some day I might meet a fool
like him approaching from my left.) In contrast, if a convention exploits
un asymmetry that is not cross-cutting, there are at least some people
who can never meet one another as opponents in games to which the
convention applies. Such people may be more inclined to make light
of one another's breaches of conventions.
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To sum up, then, provided an established convention exploits a
cross-cutting asymmetry, everyone has an interest in everyone else's
keeping to it. This is true even if some people (or even i� everyon�)
would prefer a different convention to have become estabhs� ed. This
suggests that conventions of coordination are like� y � o acqmre moral
force: they are likely to become norms, or pnnciples of natural
law.
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most successful in holding on to valuable resources m
tors. But for the
are lucky enough to have the right kind of ances
s of property
argument that follow s, all that matters is that conventio?
g.
exploit asymmetries that are to some degree cross-cuttm
ssor, play
posse
'If
:
ntion
conve
the
s
follow
dual
Suppose some indivi
.
that h1s
"haw k" ; if challenger, play "dove " ' . Is it in his interests
indiv! dual' s role
opponents follow it too? This clearly depends on the
that his opponent
in a game. When he is the possessor it is in his interests
fighting, he want
follows the convention : if someone commits himself to
an individual is
his opponent to back down . Equally obviously, when
nent fol�ows the
the challenger, it is not in his interests that his oppo
aggre ssiOn , bul
conventio n: he is ready to back down in the face of
to the division
doesn 't want to meet aggression . Similar conclusions apply
game and the war of attrition.
. degrees ol.
.
In all these games of property, strategies vary m their
betwe:n 'dove'
aggression - whether this is represented by the difference .
IS clmmed? 01
and 'hawk ' , by the amount of a disputed resource that
surrendenn ':
by the length of time a player is prepared to fight b:fore
for each playe � .
Conventions prescribe appropriate degrees of aggressiOn
prefers that h1�
It is characteristic of all these games that each player
. (There are somt•
opponent shou ld be less aggressive rather than more
nent' s degrct•
cases in which a player may be indifferent about his oppo
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o f aggression, at least within some range; but there are n o cases in
.
which a player �ould p �s�tively prefer greater aggression by his
.
opponent ) Thus � f an mdlVldu
al follows a convention, he wants his
;
oppo�ent s behavwur to be no more aggressive than the convention
prescnb es.
This suggests �ha� conventi ?ns of propert y are likely to be associated
.
With
?�rms forbiddmg excessive aggression: people will tend to believe
that It I� wrong for anyone to press a claim that is not supported by
conventiOn. In contras� , unconventional meekness - as prescribed, for
.
.
�xample, by the Chnstia
n ethic of turning the other cheek _ seems less
likely to provoke � oral cen� ure. 6 Of course, this is not to say that we
�ho�ld e�pect to fmd much m the way of Christian meekne ss, since it
IS highly tmprudent to be less aggressive than an established convention
allows one to be.
Notice that a co�vention of property may become a generally accepted
nor� ev�n thoug? It cannot be justified in terms of any external standard
of fa� rness. Havmg become a norm, a convention becomes a standard
?f. fairness ; but, on my account, it does not become a norm because
. �qually
It Is seen to be fair.
, a person may believe that everyone ought
to folio� an established convention even though that convention
�ystematic�lly favours ot hers at his expense. For example, suppose there
. that each
IS �n established convention
person retains possession of those
thmgs he h�s P? ssessed in the past. The corresponding norm against
o�er-aggres�wn Is the Old Testament one: 'Thou shalt not steal'. Clearly,
this conv�nt�on favours some people much more than others. Those who
start ou� m hfe possessing relatively little would much prefer many other
conventiOns - for example, a convention of equal division _ to the one
� hat has become established. Nevertheless, it is in each individual 's
mterest to follow the established convention, given that almost everyone
el se does. And once a person has resolved to follow the convention
.
. mt
his
�rests are threatened by the existence of mavericks who ar�
aggr�ssive w� en the convention prescribes submission. Or in plainer
nghsh: provi? ed I own something, thieves are a threat to me So even
.
.
I f the conventwns of property tend to favour others relative
to me, I
. .
am not mclmed to applaud theft.
Conventions of Reciprocity

The extended exch�nge-visit or prisone r's dilemma game is typical of
.
l he gam es from ':h1ch con:entwns
of reciprocity evolve. As a typical
. n, conside
.onventw
r t�e tlt-for-tat convention I called TI (Sections
.
6.2-6.3 ). Recall that this conventiOn
is defined for an extended game
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mistake s . T1 is a symmetrical
in which players occasionally mak e
er sho uld co-operate as long as
convention prescribing that each play
punish to � prescribed degre: an
his opponent co-operates, and should
conventiOn . _ It als? prescnbes
opponent who defects in breach of the
uld accept h1s pumshment � nd
that a player who defects by mistake sho A follows this conventiOn.
al
not retaliate. Suppose that some individu
the same?
do
nts
Is it in his interests that his oppone
in a game against B, and
T1
tion
Suppose that A follows the conven
. How wi_ll he want B to _behave?
suppose that A never makes a mis take
the pum sh�ent prescn�ed f�r
One feature of T1 is that, although
to deter deliberate defectw ns, 1t
breaches of the convention is enough
the injured party. Thi s reflects
is not enough to make full reparation to
tit-for-tat strategy that is capable
the fact that T1 is the most 'forgiving'
tion 6.3) . Thus if A follows T1
of constituting a stable equilibrium (Sec
the convention; even if B were
he will not want B to defect in breach of
retaliati ng, A would still be .le�t
then to accept his punishment without
ch. But if B does defect, 1t 1
worse off than if there had been no brea
liate when A punishes him. So if
in A' s interest that B should not reta
it is in his interest that B should
A follows T1 without making mistakes,
take , it is in A's interest that
do the sam e; and if B does make a mis
prescribed by T1 .
B should continue the game in the way
by mistake? Suppose that in
cts
defe
What if A tries to follow T1 but
tion for A, but he defects; B co
some round i, T1 prescribes co-opera
co-operate in round � +. 1 ; and ,
operates . The n, following Tl > A will
1 , A will co-operate agam m round
irrespective o f what B does i n round i +
in round i + 1 , A will acce�t this as. a
i + 2 . (In other wor ds, if B defects
) If B follows T1 he wzll defect 111
legitimate punishment and not retaliate.
ctio n. Bu� A d.oes not want to �l'
round i + 1 ; he will punish A for his defe
ted. So m this ca�e, but only 111
punished; he would prefer it if B co-opera
to the conventiOn.
this case A would prefer B not to keep
vention of reciprocity, . h
con
a
ows
foll
To su� up: if an individual
perative than the conventtOI I
wants his opponents to be no less co-o
tions of recipro�ity are li�ely ���
pres crib es. This suggests that conven
non-co-operat1ve behavwur 111
be associated with norms forbidding
for co-operation. In other worth,
situations in which the convention calls
c of reciprocity, according t o
people are likely to subscribe to an ethi
with those who are prepared t n
which each person ought t o co-operate
.
co-operate with him .
sense of morahty may som
Earlier in this section I suggested that our
of natural law even when it I
times motivate us to follow the dictates
hes between interest and moral_it Y
contrary to our interests to do so. Clas
where public goods can be sup ph1 1l
seem particulary likely to occur in cases
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only through the voluntary sacrifices o f many individuals. From our
experience of playing the public-good game in small groups - within the
family, among neighbours and friends and workmates - we learn that there
�re established conventions of reciprocity and that it is generally in our
mterest to follow them. Around these conventions a system of morality
grows up; we come to recognize a moral obligation to play our part in co
operative arrangements and learn to condemn those who try to take free
rides on other people's efforts. When we play the public good game in
lru:ge groups, �oweve� , we find that conventions of reciprocity are fragile.
It 1s often not 1n our mterests to be co-operative: free riding often pays.
_
Bu� we may still feel the force of the ethic of reciprocity. We may still
beheve that we ought to shoulder our share of the costs of co-operative
ar�angements - that if others are doing their part, we ought to do ours.
It IS because we subscribe to some such ethic, I suggest, that even within
large groups public goods are sometimes supplied through voluQtary
contributions. 7

8.A APPENDIX: RECIPROCITY IN HOBBES ' S THEORY
OF NATURAL LAW

Hobbes's theory, as set out in Leviathan ( 1 65 1), begins with the following
definition:
A LAw OF NATURE, lex natura/is, is a precept or general rule, found out
by r�ason, by which a man is forbidden to do that, which is destructive
.
of hts hfe, or taketh away the means of preserving the same· and to omit
that, by which he thinketh it may be best preserved. (Ch.' 14)

�or Hobbes, then, natural law is sheer prudence. Men are basically self
mterested; natural laws are answers to the question, 'How best can I
promote my self-interest? ' or - since Hobbes always emphasizes the
�angers men face from one another - 'How best can I ensure my survival
m. a dangerous world?'. My starting-point - which I think is broadly in line
w1th Hume's - is not dissimilar to this. I have not gone so far as Hobbes
in ass��ing �ndividuals to �e selfish; I have assumed only that they have
conjlzctmg mterests (SectiOn 2 . 3 ) . But I have assumed that each
indi_vidual is conc�rned only with promoting his own interests (whether
�elfish or not: my mterest in my son's welfare is not selfish, but it is my
Interest). The conventions of coordination, property and reciprocity that
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I have called natural laws are grounded in each individual's pursuit of his
own interests � they are a� swers to the question, 'How best c�n I pro� �e
.
my interests m a world m whtch other people are promotmg thetrs . .
Notice however that Hobbes's natural laws are found out by reason.
'
'
The idea seems to be that natural laws can be deduced by a chain of
logic from a few self-evident first principles. This is in marked co�trast
to Hume's idea that natural laws evolve and are learned by expenence.
If natural laws can be found out by reason, then presumably there is
a unique code of natural law that can be discovered .b� any rational
.
person in any society. This leaves no room for the posstbth�y that some
.
natural laws might be conventions - rules that have evolved m particular
forms in particular societies, but that might have evolved otherwise.
So much for what Hobbes means by natural law. What about its
content? Hobbes formulates no fewer than nineteen laws of nature, but
the core of his system seems to be contained in his first three laws. The
first law of nature is that every man should 'seek peace, and follow it' ;
this i s presented a s part o f a more comprehensive rule:

�

!I
I

I,
I

it is a precept, or general rule of reason, that every man, ought to
endeavour peace, as far as he has hope of obtaining it; and when he cannot
obtain it, that he may seek, and use, all helps, and advantages of war.

(Hobbes, 1 65 1 , Ch. 1 4)

In the state of nature - that is, in a society without government - no man
s's
has any hope of obtaining peace; and so, in accordance with Hobbe
every
all:
t
'general rule of reason ' , there is a state of war of all agains
man, Hobbes says, has a right to every thing. The second law of natur
.
expands on the precept that every man ought to endeavour towards peac
This law is:
that a man be willing, when others are so too, as far-forth, as for pe�ce,
.
and defence of himself he shall think it necessary, to lay down this nght
to all things; and be contented with so much liberty against other men,
as he would allow other men against himself. (Hobbes, 1 65 1 , Ch. 1 4)

This requires that men be willing to make covenants with one anoth
if these covenants are to be more than empty words, there must b
lu
third law of nature: 'that men perform their covenants made '. This
'
ol
is 'the fountain and original of JUSTICE (Ch . 1 5) . But in the stat
nature this law has little force, because:
ly,
If a covenant be made, wherein neither of the parties perform present
11
conditi
a
is
which
nature,
mere
of
on
conditi
the
in
r;
anothe
one
trust
but
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of war of every man against every man, upon any reasonable suspicion,
it is void: but if there be a common power set over them both, with right
and force sufficient to compel performance, it is not void. For he that
performeth first, has no assurance the other will perform after . . . . And
therefore he which performeth first, does but betray himself to his enemy;
contrary to the right, he can never abandon, of defending his life, and
means of living. (Hobbes, 1 65 1 , Ch. 1 4)

Hobbes is describing a problem whose structure seems rather like that
of the prisoner's dilemma game - and particularly like the version of
that game that I called the trading game (Section 6. 1 ; see also Taylor,
1 976, pp. 1 0 1 - 1 1 ) . In the state of nature, two or more people may be
able to benefit from some agreement - provided that all the parties to
the agreement keep it. But each party is tempted to make the agreement
and then break it, in the hope that the others will still keep to it. Since
everyone knows that everyone else is tempted in this way, no one can
trust anyone else to keep an agreement; and so agreements can never
be made. This problem stands in the way of any escape from the war
of all against all, since the only way to achieve peace - which everyone
prefers to war - is by an agreement to cease fighting.
Contrary to my arguments in this book, Hobbes seems to be claiming
that this problem has no solution within the state of nature; agreements
can be made only if there is a 'common power' set over all individuals
with sufficient force to compel them to keep agreements. This is why,
according to Hobbes, everyone will agree to subject himself to some
sovereign power, provided that everyone else does the same; once this
agreement has been made, the state of nature is at ari end.
For my point of view, however, what is most interesting about
Hobbes's laws of nature is that their central principle seems to be
reciprocity. Each person must 'endeavour peace, as far as he has hope
of obtaining it' ; as the second law of nature makes clear, this means
that each must be prepared to make peace provided that everyone else
makes peace too. Similarly, each person must keep his part of any
agreement he has made, provided that the other parties to the agreement
keep theirs. To aim for more than this - to refuse to make peace even
though everyone else is willing, to break your side of an agreement even
though you know the other side will be kept - is contrary to natural law.
In other words, it is contrary to rational self-interest. As Hobbes puts
it, 'justice [ is ] not contrary to reason' ( 1 65 1 , Ch. 1 5) .
Hobbes takes the case of an agreement between two individuals,
according to which one performs his part of the agreement before the
other. (Compare Hume's case of the two farmers - see Section 6. 1 .)
Suppose 'one of the parties has performed already' . Then:
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there is the question whether it be against reason, that is, against the
benefit of the other to perform, or not. And I say it is not against reason .
For the manifestation whereof, we are to consider; first, that when a man
doth a thing, which notwithstanding any thing can be foreseen, and
reckoned on, tendeth to his own destruction, howsoever some accident
which he could not expect, arriving may turn it to his benefit; yet such
events do not make it reasonably or wisely done. Secondly, that in a
condition of war, wherein every man to every man, for want of a common
power to keep them all in awe, is an enemy, there is no man who can
hope by his own strength, or wit, to defend himself from destruction,
without the help of confederates; where every one expects the same defence
by the confederation, that any one else does: and therefore he which
declares he thinks it reason to deceive those that help him, can in reason
expect no other means of safety, than what can be had from his own single
power. He therefore that breaketh his covenant, and consequently
declareth that he thinks he may with reason do so, cannot be received
into any society, that unite themselves for peace and defence, but by the
error of them that receive him; nor when he is received, be retained in
it, without seeing the danger of their error; which errors a man cannot
reasonably reckon upon as the means of his security . . . . (Hobbes, 1 65 1 ,
Ch. 15 )

Hobbes's argument here seems rather like the game-theoretic arguments
I presented in chapters 6 and 7 , showing that strategies of reciprocity
can be stable equilibria. Hobbes is saying that in the state of nature
self-interest will lead each individual to follow the strategy: 'Keep
agreements only with those who keep agreements with others' . (This
seems to amount to what I have called 'multilateral reciprocity' - compare
the mutual-aid game of Section 7 .2.) It is in each individual's self-interest
to follow this strategy, provided everyone else does.
It seems that, after all, Hobbes recognizes that some agreements will
be made and kept in the state of nature. How else could men combine
into 'confederations' for self-defence? And Hobbes specifically mentions
the case of a 'covenant to pay a ransom . . . to an enemy' which 'in
the condition of mere nature [ is ] obligatory' ( 1 65 1 , Ch. 1 4). These
agreements work because self-interest leads everyone to follow a strategy
of reciprocity. However, Hobbes is extremely pessimistic about the extent
of co-operation that can be expected in the state of nature. Here I have
to confess that I cannot understand Hobbes's argument. He seems to
be saying that, although it is rational (i.e. in your self-interest) to perform
your part of an agreement if the other party has already performed ,
it is not rational to perform first because you have no assurance that
the other party will perform after you. This seems inconsistent: if you
know that it is in the other party's interest to perform, why doesn't this
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give you the a�sura?ce you need? Hob bes's pictu
re of the state of nature
seems so�ethmg l � ke an extended priso ner's dilem
ma game in which
�ver��ne 1s followmg a strategy of cautious reciprocit
y; since no one
IS wllh ng to mak e the fir �t mov
e, no one ever co-operates. But if the
.
.
ana��s1s of SectiOn 6.4 1s correct, this is not
nece
.
ly a stable
�qmhbnu
� . In a world of cautious reciprocators it may ssari
pay to be brave ·
It may be m each individual's interest to make
the first mov e. In othe;
.
word s, co-operatwn
can eyolve in a Hob besia n state of natu
re.
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9.1

RE
SYMPATHY AND SOC IAL WELFA

is likely to acquire moral force
If my argument so far is right, a rule
if it satisfies two con ditio ns:
in the relevant community foll ows the
1 Everyone (or alm ost everyone)
rule.
.
it is in his interest that hi
2 1 f any m d'1v1'dua1 follows the rule '
m he deals - fo ll ow 1't too.
opponents - that is, the people with who
ily satisfies a thir d condition:
Any rule that is a convention necessar
ow the rule, it is in each individual's
3 Pro vide d that his opp one nts foll
interest to follow it.
ires any comparison to ?e ��d1
Notice that none of these conditions requ
rally followe� a�d one m V: . IC �
between a world in which the rule is gene
many will. fm� surpnsi ��·
it is not . Thi s leads to an implication that
without contnbutmg to soci <II
a convention can acquire mor al force
welfare in any way .
property that reso1ve d'. tspul
Take for example, those conventions of
, I hav� argue� are hke ly t o
in favo�r of possessors. Such convent ions
maintain mequahues t?at se . I l l
become norms . Yet i n many cases they
(except, of course, a vtewpoll ll
arbitrary from any moral point of view
ion) . The asy.mmetry �et � I I
that makes morality a matter of convent
inent, unambtg'!ous a� � ut
possessor and challenger tends to be prom
such a conventiOn mtgh h•<lVt
pro of, so we can easily understand how
•

.
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evolved; but there seems no good reason to expect that the distribution
of property that it generates will be one that can be justified in terms
of any coherent conception of social welfare.
It might be objected that although a convention favouring possessors
is morally arbitrary, it is in everyone's interest that everyone follows
some con vention or other. Perhaps the established convention is not
quite the best there could possibly be; but things would be much worse
for everyone if there were no established convention at all. On this
argument, conventions of property do contribute to social welfare,
however arbitrary they may be. But is it true that conventions of property
necessarily work to everyone's benefit?
The hawk-dove game provides a theoretical counter-example. Suppose
there is an established convention that possessors play 'hawk' and that
challengers play 'dove' . Then, using the utility indices I presented in
Table 4 . 1 , possessors derive a utility of 2 from each game while
challengers derive a utility of 0. So if a particular individual has a
probability p of being the possessor in any game, the expected utility
of each game for him is 2p. What if instead there were no established
convention at all? One way of representing such a state of affairs is
as an equilibrium state of a symmetrical game. (Recall that this is how
I modelled the Hobbesian state of nature.) The symmetrical hawk-dove
game has a unique and stable equilibrium in which the probability that
any player will play 'dove' is 0.67; this gives each individual an expected
utility of 0.67 (Section 4.2). More pessimistically, we might represent
the absence of any established convention by assuming that everyone
chooses strategies entirely at random. If the probability that any player
will play 'dove' is 0.5, the expected utility for each player is 0.25 . In
either event, a player with a sufficiently low - but still non-zero - value
of p would be better off without the convention. In other words, a person
who possesses relatively little might be better off taking his chances in
a state of nature. Nevertheless, the convention that favours possessors
may acquire moral force for everyone in the community, including those
who would be better off without it .
This conclusion may be surprising, but the form of my argument is
not new. Lewis argues that conventions of coordination 1 often become
norms. He writes that if other people
see me fail to conform [ to a convention of coordination ] , not only have
I gone against their expectations; they will probably be in a position to
infer that I have knowingly acted contrary to my own preferences, and
contrary to their preferences and their reasonable expectations. They will
be surprised, and they will tend to explain my conduct discreditably. (1969,
p. 99)
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This is essentially the same kind of argument as I presented in chapter 8;
notice how it appeals to the fact that a convention of coordination
satisfies the three conditions I have listed. However, the kinds of rules
that Lewis considers can be said to serve everyon e's interests . Lewis
defines conventions as solutions (of a certain kind) to 'coordination
problem s' . These are games whose structure approximates to that of
a pure coordination game. The players' main concern is to coordinate
their strategies in some way or other; in which way they coordinate their
strategies is a matter of relatively little importance to them (Lewis, 1 969,
pp. 5-24). Thus although individu als may have preferences between
alternative conventions, each has a stronger interest that some convention
becomes established rather than none. In this sense, at least, an
established convention serves everyone's interests .
A similar argument can be found in Ullman-Margalit 's The Emergence
ofNorms ( 1 977, p. 88) . Ullman-Margalit follows Lewis's argument very
closely - as far as conventions of coordination are concerned. But,
significantly, she is unwilling to apply to other kinds of games the same
logic as she applies to coordination problems. She recognizes that rules
of property can correspond with stable equilibrium strategies in games of
conflict, 2 and that these rules can become norms; but her explanation of
how these rules become 'norms of partiality' seems entirely separate from
her earlier account of the evolution of 'coordination norms' . If I read her
correctly, norms of partiality are supposed to come about because they
fortify a discriminatory status quo and in doing so promote the interests
of those who are favoured in that status quo (Ullman-Margalit, 1 977,
Ch. 4, especially pp. 1 73-97). The implication is that when a convention
of property becomes a norm, those who are not favoured by that
convention are somehow being hoodwinked into approving it.
There seems no good reason, however, to confine Lewis's argument to
conventions of coordination. Lewis's explanation of how these conventions
become norms does not depend on his assumption that they work to every
one's advantage. It may be true that we all benefit from the existence of
certain established convent ions, but this is not why we believe we ought to
follow them. So we should not be surprised if we find that other conven
tions, which do not work to everyone's advantage, also become norms.
In arguing that conventions can acquire moral force without working
in the interests of society as a whole I am making something of a break
with the arguments of Hume. Hume claims that conventions of property
ultimately work to everyon e's benefit:
'Tis impossible to separate the good from the ill. Property must be stable,
and must be fix ' d by general rules. Tho ' in one instance the public be
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a suffer�r, this momentary ill is amply compensated by the
stead
prose�utwn of the rule, and by the peace and order, which it establishe
m society· And even every individual person must find himself a .
.
b lancmg the account; since, without justice, society must imme
;
� �o v� , �n �very one must fall into that savage and solitary condition
w ICh I� fImtc:Iy worse than the worst situation that can possibly b
suppos m society. (1740, Book 3, Part 2, Section 2)
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I have alr�ady expla�ned why I cannot accept that this o timisti
c
.
conclusiOn Is �ecessa�Ily true: some people may be better off i a state
of nature than m a society with rules of property that discriminate
against
them.
1 The cl �im that conventions of proper ty work to everyo
ne's benefit
ays an Important p art in Hume 's account of how these conventions
c?m nor s 10 Hume 's words , of why we annex the idea
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actions of others, yet we fail not to extend it to our own actions . The
general rule reaches beyond those instances, from which it arose; while
at the same time we naturally sympathize with others in the sentiments

they entertain of us. (Hume, 1 740, Book 3 , Part 2, Section 2)

I
I

I

I have quoted this passage at length because it so closely parallels my
own argument about how conventions become norms. When other people
breach conventions in their dealings with us, we are harmed; and we
resent this. This, I take it, is the prejudice we receive 'immediately' from
the injustice of others. When other people breach conventions in dealings
in which we are not involved, our interests are still endangered, because
we may have to deal with these people in the future. This is perhaps
what Hume means when he speaks of the prejudice we receive
'mediately' . 3 And we feel uneasy about being the focus of other
people's resentment: we 'naturally sympathize with them in the
sentiments they entertain of us' . Our disapproval of other people's
breaches of conventions, and our uneasiness about our own breaches,
are universalized in our acceptance of the general rule that all breaches
are to be disapproved of: conventions ought to be kept.
Hume's argument diverges from mine, however, in stressing the role
of sympathy. According to Hume, we are displeased by breaches of
conventions even in cases in which our interests are completely
unaffected; and our displeasure stems from sympathy. Whether this claim
is compatible with my own argument depends on how we suppose
sympathy works.
One conception of sympathy is endorsed by Hume when he says that
the happiness or misery of any human being, or indeed of any animal
capable of these feelings, can affect us 'when brought near to us, and
represented in lively colours ' ( 1 740, Book 3, Part 2, Section 1 ; my italic).
The idea here is that the extent of our sympathy with another person
is usually a product of the relationship between him and us: his happine s
or misery has to be brought near to us if it is to engage our sympathies.
Thus, other things being equal, we tend to sympathize most strongly
with those people whose situations are most like our own: these are th
people with whom we can most easily identify. Now suppose that I always
follow a particular convention. For example, suppose that I never pi k
pockets. This respect for established rules of property may be a matt 1
of simple prudence: I am not particularly dextrous, and afraid of bein
caught. But whatever the reason for my keeping to the convention, I
have no experience of the pickpocket's satisfaction at successfull
completing a job of work. In contrast, I do have experience of the f H I
of having my pocket picked; I may also have experience of feeling ang • 1
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an� re �entment after being robbed i n this way. Thus, I suggest, I shall
be mchned to sy�pathize less with pickpockets than with their victims.
More �enerally, If I follow a convention I shall be inclined to sympathize
less With those who breach it than with those who are harmed by these
breaches . Thus, to use Hume's words, we can be displeased by injustice
because of a natural tendency to sympathize with the uneasiness of those
who are the victims of injustice.
So f�r there is no contradiction with the argument of this book. But,
accordi �g t � Hume, we sympathize with the victims of injustice because
we consider mjustice 'prejudicial to human society' . His position is made
more clear in his summing-up of the passage I have just quoted:
Thus self-interest is the �r�ginal motive to the establishment ofjustice:
. publrc mterest is the source of the moral approbation,
but a sympathy wrth
_ attends that virtue ( 1 740, Book 3 , Part 2, Section 2).
whrch

�otice 'that Hume is talking about sympathy with public inter
est. The
Idea here seems to be that we sympathize impa
rtially with every one' s
pleasures and pain s; because principles of justi ce work in the public
mtere�t, t�e balance of our sympathies come dow
n on the side of justice.
?n this view of sympathy, conventions can acqu
ire moral force only
_ e to the
If they contnbut
overall welfare of society.
It is at this point that I part company with Hum
e. The idea that we
sympathiz� on the basis of some kind of costbenefit analysis seems
psycholog�cally impl a ible. No doubt we are
_u�
capable of imagining
ourselves ��to th� positiOn of what Adam Smit
h ( 1 759, Part 3, Ch. 3)
called an Impartial spectator ' , sympathizing equa
lly with everyone in
.
society; but, as Smit h himself recognized,4
this
is not how our
_ s naturally
sympathie
work .
T� this it migh t be objected that the concept
of a mor al judgement
reqUires a degr e of impartiality; however parti
�
al our sympathies may
? e•. �ur moral J �dgements must be universalizab le. Or, as
Hum e put
It, It Is a c�nv�ntwn of language that we 'fix on
some steady and general
_
P�I�ts of VIew whe� we m ke m ral judgemen
ts (cf. Section 8.3). I accept
�
?
�his, but w� can be Impartial Without being impartially sympathetic.
A
Judge who Impartially upholds the law of property
need not (and, I think,
_ not) alwa
will
ys decide cases in the way that would be dicta
ted by an
�qual �ymp�thy for every mem ber of socie ty; but he is nevertheless
tmpartial. Simi larly , if I am prepared to cond
emn all breaches of a
convention, including my own , my condemnation
is sufficiently steady
and general to be recognizable as moral; I need
not believe that the
_ n works
conventiO
for the overall welfare of society.
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Some readers may still think that conventions are too arbi�rar� to
form the basis for a system of morality; moral judgements, It J? Ight
be argued, should follow from the impartial �ppli�ati� n of a few simple
and general moral principles. To answer this ob)eC�lOn, I shall try to
.
show that the morality that grows up around conventiOns - the morahty
of natural law - does have a unifying principle.
9. 2

THE PRINCIPLE OF CO-OPERATION

entio�s tend to
In this book I have argued that certain kinds of conv
ntiOns co�e
conve
evolve spontaneously in human society, and that these
l �w . It IS
al
natur
�
to have the mora l status of principles of justic e, o
e to a
scnb
?
su
ty
tempting to suppose that if the members of a socie
ose.
purp
l
socia
common moral code ' then that code must serve some
�de
c
this
which
in
.
There must be some sense , we are tempted to say,
on
Secti
n
�
ed
�
arg
is good for society. But this is a mistake. A � I have
the
to
g
butm
ut contn
9 1 conventions can acquire moral force Witho
iple behind natural
princ
ing
unify
a
is
there
if
So
ty.
socie
o�e�all welfare of
. .
law, it is not a principle of social welfare.
iple from my
Nevertheless it is possible to extract a general prmc
. Recall that,
:
argument about how conventions acquire moral fore
moral force
re
according to my argument, a convention is likely to acqm.
r�levant
the
m
one
if it satisfies two conditions: first, that almost every
mterest
al's
�
id
community follows it; and second, that it is in each indiv
that he
ded
provi
that the people with whom he deals follow the rule,
��ne
ever
that
es
follows it too (Section 9. 1 ) . (The first condition ensur
ition
cond
d
n; the secon
expects everyone else to follow the conventio
l
mora
the
So
it.)
ensures that everyone wants everyone else to follow
the
of
nces
be insta
rules that grow up around conventions are likely to
following principle:
�y strategy that c?uld be
The principle of co-operatio n . 5 Let R be a
m some c�� m�m ty. Let
tedly
.
chosen in a game that is played repea
.
ws R, It IS m his mtere t
follo
idual
this strategy be such that if any indiv
has a moral
that his opponents should do so too. Then each individual
the same.
does
else6
one
every
obligation to follow R, provided that
iple constitutes
.
Let me make it clear that I am not claiming that this princ
�
here IS a stron.
the whole of our morality. I am claiming only that
�nsta�ces ? f �h1s
tendency for us to subscribe to moral rules that are
give this prmc 1pl
principle; to put this another way, we are inclined to
some moral weight.
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It does, I believe, appeal to some common moral intuitions. Suppose
that almost everyone in the community follows R . Then if I play a game
against you, it is reasonable for me to expect that you will play R. For
me to play R is for me to act in a way that I can reasonably expect to
be in your interests (since if you do play R, my playing R will be in
your interests). Equally, for you to play R is for you to act in a way
that you can reasonably expect to be in my interests. Then if I play R
but you do not, I have acted in the way best calculated to accommodate
you, but you have failed to reciprocate. The moral intuition behind the
principle of co-operation is that in such a case I have a legitimate
complaint against you. Take, for example, the crossroads game. Suppose
it is the general practice at crossroads to give priority to the vehicle
approaching from the right. Suppose you always follow this practice.
Then, given the way other drivers can be expected to behave, you are
behaving in the way that is best calculated to benefit them. I eccentrically
choose tq adopt the strategy of never giving way to anyone, and in doing
so put your life at risk. Then you have grounds for complaint against me.
The morality that grows up around conventions, then, is a morality
of co-operation. It is also a morality of rights. If everyone else in my
community is following R , I am obliged to do the same. Notice that
this obligation arises out of my relationship with other individuals: I
am obliged to benefit them because they are benefiting me. My
obligation, then, is to particular other people. Corresponding with my
obligation to follow R is everyone else's right that I should do so; each
other person is entitled to demand that I meet my obligation to him.
This is quite different from the sort of obligation imposed by a morality
of maximizing social welfare, or of maximizing the sum of happiness
in the world - which are obligations to no one in particular.
Any system of morality that rests on an idea of co-operation must
incorporate some reference point from which benefit or disbenefit is
to be measured. The idea is that if I benefit you, I am entitled to demand
that you benefit me in return; but benefit is a comparative concept.?
When I say that I have benefited you, I am saying that I have made
you better off than you would have been in some other state of affairs:
this state of affairs is the reference point. What, then, is the reference
point for the principle of co-operation that underlies natural law? The
reference point is the status quo.
Why do I say this? Notice that the principle of co-operation obliges
an individual to follow a strategy R only if everyone else is doing so.
Thus there can be a general obligation for everyone to follow R only
in a state of affairs in which R is being generally followed. In other
words, to suppose that there is such a general obligation is to suppose
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that the status quo is one in which everyone follows R. Now the idea
behind the principle of co-operation is that if any individual unilaterally
defects from the established practice of following R he will disadvantage
his opponents; an individual who chooses not to disadvantage his
.
opponents in this way is entitled to expect in return that his opponents wtll
not disadvantage him. Here disadvantage is being measured relative to the
state of affairs in which everyone follows R ; and this is the status quo.
To recognize that natural law is based on a principle of mutual
advantage, and that the reference point for measuring advantage is the
status quo, is to recognize that rights and obligations are matters of
convention. In a community in which everyone follows some rule R,
everyone may have a moral right to expect everyone else to follow this
rule; and yet it may be equally true that if everyone followed a different
rule S, everyone would have a moral right to expect everyone else to
follow S.
Many readers, I imagine, will object strongly to this idea. Moral
theories are usually constructed so that the question, 'What rights and
obligations do individuals have? ' has a unique answer. Take, for
example, the theory that morality is concerned with the maximization
of some conception of social welfare. Following Sen ( 1 979), I shall call
this kind of theory 'welfarist' ; the classical utilitarian position, that the
sum of happiness should be maximized, is a special case of welfarism .
For a welfarist, rights and obligations can be justified only as means
for achieving the end of maximum social welfare. Welfare, unlike benefit
or advantage, is not a comparative concept; so once the concept of social
welfare is defined, the problem of how to maximize it will normally
have a unique solution.
Or take Rawls's ( 1 972) theory of justice. For Rawls, justice is a matter
of mutual advantage, but advantage is defined in relation to a fixed 'initial
arrangement' in which what Rawls calls 'social primary goods' - including
income and wealth - are distributed equally (Rawls, 1 972, p. 62).
Principles of justice are those principles that would secure the unanimous
agreement of individuals in this position of initial equality. Now, of
course, this is not enough to ensure a unique set of principles. (There may
be a choice between alternative sets of principles, all of which make every
one better off than in the initial position; some individuals may benefit
more from one set of principles, others from another.) Rawls recognizes
this problem but, significantly, responds by designing the initial position
so that a unique set of principles of justice will be generated (Rawls, 1 972,
pp. 1 39-40). The device that ensures this is the 'veil of ignorance' : no
one is allowed to know his or her identity, and so no one can know
which principles would work out most to his or her advantage.
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As a final example, take Nozick's ( 1 974) entitlement theory of justice.
Nozick simply assumes the existence of a unique code of natural law.
He provides no real justification for this assumption beyond an appeal
to the authority of Locke - while remarking that Locke 'does not provide
anything like a satisfactory explanation of the status and basis of the
law of nature' either (Nozick, 1 974, p. 9) . For Locke, natural law is a
system of moral rights and duties that embodies the will of God as
interpreted by natural reason - that is, without the aid of divine revelation
(Locke, 1 690, Book 2, Ch. 2). It is not clear whether Nozick shares
Locke's theism; certainly God plays no explicit part in Nozick's theory.
It seems that for Nozick it is a matter of simple moral intuition that
individuals have certain clearly defined rights.
Against this background, the claim that rights and obligations are
matters of convention will be controversial. Let me therefore repeat what
I have said several times before. It is no part of my argument that the
morality that evolves in human society is the morality that we ought
to follow. I am not presenting a moral argument; I am trying to explain
how we come to have some of the moral beliefs we do. My claim is
that human beings tend to use the status quo as a moral reference point.
Whether they ought to do so is another matter, and (at least for those
of us who accept Hume's Law) one that can never be resolved by an
appeal to reason.
It is, therefore, open to anyone to say that he or she refuses to accept
the moral legitimacy of claims based on what I have called natural law.
He or she may say: 'The only right thing to do is . . . ; if this means
violating what some people regard as their moral rights, then that's just
too bad . I don't accept that these so-called rights have any claim on
my respect' . A consistent welfarist, for example, would say that the right
thing for a government to do is whatever maximizes social welfare. In
�is r �jection of claims based on natural law, the welfarist would (I
tmagme) be emboldened by the reflection that, after all, these 'laws'
are only conventions. He may even be tempted to think about moral
engineering. If people's moral beliefs are based on conventions, they
can be changed. Rather than accept the convention that happens to have
become established, we can work out which of the many possible
conventions would maximize social welfare, and then require everyone
to follow it. At first, no doubt, some people will resist the change
claiming that they have been cheated out of their entitlements · but with
time these ideas of rights and obligations will die out and b� replaced
by new ones that are more compatible with the maximization of welfare.
The analysis of this book provides no moral counter-argument to such
a committed welfarist. (Nor does it provide a counter-argument to
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someone who is committed to a Rawlsian or a Nozickian theory of
justice.) However, it does provide some warnings. Established
conventions can be overturned - consider the success of the metric
system - but history is littered with failed attempts to reform conventions.
The same generation of rationalistic Frenchmen and Frenchwomen who
introduced the metric system attempted to reform the calendar; but we
all still use the old irrational one. Successive Irish governments have
made great efforts to re-establish the Gaelic language, but they have
been unable to prevent the overwhelming majority of the Irish people
from speaking and writing in English. The convention that gold is money
has lasted for thousands of years and is still resistant to attempts to
reform the international monetary system.
Consider the convention that conflicts are resolved in favour of
possessors. This may have no rational foundation; from a welfarist point
of view it may be morally perverse. But is it in the power of any
government to eradicate it? Think of all the situations in which this
convention is used to resolve disputes, and of how it can spread by
analogy from one situation to another (Section 5 . 3). Think how many
disputes are settled outside the influence of the legal system - between
neighbours and workmates, in clubs and associations, on the roads, in
school playgrounds, in youth gangs, . . . . How is any government going
to change the way people behave in these situations? Think also of the
way the convention favouring possessors is used to settle international
disputes. (Think how the political map of Europe has been determined
by the positions reached by the Soviet and American armies in 1 945 . )
How can any one government renounce this convention in its own
dealings with other governments?
If, as I have argued, the conventions by which people resolve disputes
come to have the status of moral rights and obligations, any government
that tries to overturn these conventions must expect its actions to be
viewed as morally wrong - as illegitimate invasions of individuals' rights.
The consistent welfarist must be prepared to accept the blame his policie
will attract from the members of the society whose welfare he is seeking
to promote. Recalling Bernard Williams's analogy between utilitarian
theory and colonial administration (see Section 1 .4), one is reminded
of Rudyard Kipling's account of the white man's burden.8
However, the viewpoint of the colonial administrator, seeking t
promote the welfare of a society without being constrained by it.
prevailing morality, is a peculiar one: there is no reason why we must
adopt it. There is no reason why we must justify our moral beliefs by
showing that they are beliefs that would be shared by an impartially
benevolent observer, looking on society from some distant vantage point .
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We are entitled to make moral judgements from where we are - as
members of a society in which certain ideas of obligations and rights
have become established and accepted by us as part of our morality.
In Sen's language, these ideas may be basic value judgements for us
(cf. Section 8 . 3), just as the welfarist's judgements are basic for him.
We cannot give any ultimate justification for our adherence to a morality
of co-operation; but neither can the welfarist justify his welfarism.
For most of us, I suggest, morality cannot be reduced to welfarism.
Whatever political principles we may profess, most of us believe that
we each have rights that cannot be legitimately overridden merely to
increase the overall welfare of society. When what we take to be our
rights or legitimate expectations are under threat, we feel entitled to ask:
'But why must I sacrifice my 'expectations for the good of society? ' This
question is not a stupid one. It does not reveal a failure to grasp the
logic of moral reasoning. It is a real moral question. When the chips
are down -. when it is our expectations that are at stake - this is a question
that we do ask. As Rawls ( 1 972, pp. 1 75 -9) puts it, it is a general fact
of moral psychology that we are inclined to conceive of society as a
system of co-operation through which our interests, as well as everyone
else's, are to be advanced; we are not psychologically equipped to take
the welfarist's view of society in which our interests are subsumed in
some social whole.
If the argument of this book is correct, at least some of what we take
to be our rights are grounded in nothing more than convention; in
accepting them as morally significant we are using the status quo as a
moral reference point. This is an unmistakably conservative idea. There
is no claim, however, that the status quo is better, all things considered,
than any other possible state of society. To suppose that some claim
of this kind is being made is to interpret a conservative theory as a species
of welfarism; the theory has nothing to say about the overall welfare
of society, or about how one possible state of society should be compared
with another. The significance of the status quo is simply that, as James
Buchanan ( 1 975, p . 78) has put it, we start from here, and not from
some place else.
Many readers, I suspect, will still balk at such conservatism, and will
look for some other way of rationalizing their moral convictions. I wish
them luck, but I suspect that the task is hopeless. Certain moral beliefs,
I have argued, have a natural tendency to evolve. We cannot easily shake
these beliefs off. Nor are we inclined to try, since they are our beliefs: they
are part of our moral view of the world. However much we might wish to
deny it, our morality is in important respects the morality of spontaneous
order; and the morality of spontaneous order is conservative.
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required for the argument that follows is that in any game each individual
has some (i.e. some non-zero) probability of being A and some probability of
being B.
6. Lewis (1969, p. 22) uses the concept of a 'proper equilibrium', which he
defines as a situation in which each player's strategy is his unique best reply
to his opponent's strategy (or opponents' strategies). This is sufficient but not
necessary for stability on my definition.

Notes

3 COORDINATION
1. Nozick (1974, p. 18) offers an alternative reading of these passages from
Locke. Nozick argues, as I do, that the use of money is a convention that could
have evolved spontaneously, but he claims that Locke believed that the
'invention of money' was the result of 'express agreement'. I think Nozick is
taking Locke's use of the concept of agreement too literally; Locke does, after
all, say that this agreement is 'tacit' and 'without compact'.
2. Schotter (1981, Ch. 2) presents a model of the evolution of market-day
conventions.
�
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3. This shrewd analogy is due to W1ll1ams (1973
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4 PROPERTY
1. It would be anachronistic not to follow Hobbes in speaking of 'men' rather
than 'persons'.
2. Most versions of the teenagers' game are probably better modelled by the
'war of attrition' game presented in Section 4.3.
3. The assumption that utility is lost at a constant rate through time is not
really necessary, although it allows the analysis to be simplified slightly. All
that is necessary is that utility is lost continuously until one player surrenders.
To generalize the argument in the text, a pure strategy should be interpreted
as an 'acceptable penalty' (i.e. the maximum loss of utility a player will sustain
before surrendering) rather than as a persistence time (cf. Norman et a/., 1977).
4. More formally, letftt) be the probability density function for persistence
times in a given strategy. Then S(t) ftt)l [ 1 -lh ftt) dt] .
5. I have avoided using differential calculus so as to make the argument
comprehensible to as many readers as possible. This result could have been
derived more elegantly by taking limits as Ot-+0.
6. This result corresponds with one in the theory of 'rent-seeking': if
individuals can compete for access to economic rents, free entry to the
competition will ensure that in the long run the value of the rents is entirely
dissipated (cf. Tullock, 1967 and Krueger, 1974).
7. A slightly different game can be constructed by assuming instead that
where the claims sum to less than 1, the unclaimed portion of the resource is
divided equally between the players. The analysis of this game is very similar
to that of the division game.
8. In Schelling's game, when players' claims are incompatible, each simply
receives nothing.
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2. A strategy corresponding to T1 (i.e. 'Play "dove" if your oppone�t is
in good standing, or if you are not; otherwise play "ha�k" ') can be defm�d
for the hawk-dove game. But with the particular utility values I used m
presenting the hawk-dove game, this stra�egy turns out not to be a stable
_
equilibrium, however close the value o� 1r IS to 1.. My version
of the h�wk_
dove game is equivalent to the snowdnft game with v 4, Ct 2, c2 1, this
gives max [c21v, c21(c1-c2)] 1.
.
. . ..
3. Here I am assuming the probability of mistakes to be msigmficantly small.
4. Mackie (1980, pp. 88-9) offers two different interpretations of Hume's
rowing example. On one interpretation the rowers' problem I_ � �erely to
coordinate their strokes (perhaps each rower has one oar) : this IS a pure
coordination game. On Mackie's other interpretation it is a prisoner's dilemma
game in which the players adopt tit-for-tat strategies.
5. The idea that the voluntary supply of public goods can be modell�d by
the chicken game has been developed by Taylor and Ward (1?82); as I pomted
out in Section 7.3 the snowdrift game is a form of the chicken game.
6. To simplify ;he presentation, I shall ignore the possibility that v might
be exactly equal to one of c�o . . . , Cn.
.m this
. kmd
. of way have been
.
7. Models in which public goods are supplied
presented by, among others, Taylor (1976, Ch. 3) and Guttman (1978).
8. This idea is developed by Nozick, (1974, Ch. 2).
. .
9. Lifeboat services could no doubt be organized on the club pnnciple,
provided lifeboatmen were prepared to be sufficie.ntl� ruthless and resc':le only
those who had paid subscriptions. But given the pnnciples on whic_ � the lifeboat
service actually operates, its life-saving activities are to the benefit of anyone
who goes near the sea.
=

=

=

=

8 NATURAL LAW
1. The problem of wishful thinking is explored by Els�er (1983).
2. Hobbes's fifth law of nature 'is COMPLAISANCE; that IS to say, that ever;
man strive to accommodate himself to the rest' (1651, Ch. 15). Hobbes s
argument is that a man who wishes to survive and ?rosper am_ong other men
ought, as a matter of prudence, to cultivate a complaisant or so�Iabl� character.
If this argument is correct, we should expect some tendency for biOlogical natural
selection to favour the same character traits.
.
3. See Hume (1740, Book 3, Part 1, Section 1) for a statement of this law, .
4 The idea that moral judgements are universalizable is developed by Hare
(19S2). It will be clear from what follows that I do not �ccept H�:e's. 0?82)
more recent argument that universalizability entails some kmd of utilitanamsm.
5. In the division game there is one symmetrical convention- that of e�ual
division. But all the other conventions in this game, and all the conventiOns
_
in the hawk-dove and war of attrition games, are asymmetncal.
6. An individual who benefits from the fact that a particular con.vention has
become established might perhaps resent such meekness because of Its tendency
to undermine the convention; but as long as the conventio� is secure, the
existence of a meek minority works to everyone else's benefit.
,
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7. I have developed this idea more fully in a recent paper
(Sugden, 1984).
As I emphasize in that paper, the ethic of reciprocity
is
not
to
be
confused with
the principle- often called Kantian - that in games with
a prisoner's dilemma
struct�re each individual has an unconditional mora
l obligation to play the co
operative strategy (cf. Laffont, 1975; Collard, 1978; Harsa
nyi, 1980). A principle
of reciprocity obliges a person to co-operate only if other
s co-operate too.
9 RIGHTS, CO-OPERATION AND WELFAR
E
1. Lewis calls these simply 'conventions'; his defin
ition of convention
excludes the rules I have called conventions of prope
rty
and conventions of
reciprocity (see Section 2.8).
2. The game that she takes as her paradigm has the same
structure as the
banknote game I presented in chapter 2 : there are two
player
s
and
two alternative
conventions, one favouring one player and one the other
.
..
3. An alternative reading is that every breach of
ntion tends to weaken
it. On this reading, we receive 'mediate' prejudicea conve
from acts of injustice only
if the rules of justice work to our advantage in the
run.
4. In the Theory of Moral Sentiments Smith arguelong
s
again
st the view that
our approval of principles of justice is grounded in
symp
athy
with public
interest : 'The concern which we take in the fortune and happ
iness of individuals
does not, in common cases, arise from that which
we take in the fortune and
happiness of society' (1759, Book 2, Section 2, Ch.
5. This principle is a close relative of the 'principle3).
of fairness' formulated
by Hart (1955). It also has some similarities with the princ
that I have presented in a recent paper (Sugden, 1984) iple of reciprocity
6. Or, if we are concerned with practical morality, almo.
a qualification is theoretically awkward, but unavoidabst everyone else. Such
7. This point is made by Buchanan (1985, p. 63). le.
8. 'Take up the white man's burden I And reap
of those ye better I The hate of those ye guard.' his old reward I The blame
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